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План	
•  Введение:	многомасштабное	компьютерное	
моделирование	

•  Диссипативная	динамика	частиц	(ДДЧ/DPD)	как	
мезоскопический	метод		

•  Примеры	использования	крупнозернистых	(КЗ/
CG)	моделей	для	систем:	
ü органические	и	водные	растворы	лецитина	и	солей	
желчных	кислот	

ü полиимиды		
ü прекурсоры	углеродных	волокон	на	основе	ПАН	
ü полимерные	нанокомпозиты	
ü полиуретаны	

•  Заключение	
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Time scales: 
1) oscillations of C-C and C-H bonds    - 10-14 sec 
2) transition "trans-gosh"                       - 10-11 sec 
3) chain relaxation                                   - 10-8 - 10-5 sec 
4) global structural changes                   - 1 sec and more 

Length scales: 
1) length of С-С bond   -   1 А 
2) Kuhn segment          -  10 А 
3) coil size                     - 100 А 
4) correlation length     - 1000 - 10000 А (collective phenomena) 

Length and time scales in polymer systems  
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Figure from: 
MC and MD Simulations in Polymer Science. 
K.Binder (ed.), Oxford University Press, 1995  

Critical point: 
divergence of 
correlation length 
and critical 
slowing down  



Challenges in Molecular Simulations:  
Bridging the time and length-scale gap 

K.Kremer, F.Mueller-Plathe, MRS Bulletin, March 2001, p.205. 

Mapping from atomistic to mesoscopic models and back? 
And from mesoscopic to macroscopic? 

Quantum  
chemistry 

Molecular  
mechanics 

Coarse- 
grained  
models 

Elasticity theory, mechanics, 
electrodynamics of continuous 
media, fluid mechanics, FEM 

microscopic models:  
geometry of structural units +  

interaction potential 

phenomenological models: 
density profiles +  

some equations (diffusion, SCF) 
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Time and Length Scales  
Computational Methods  

Atoms      Molecules Molecular ensembles Condensed systems    Composites Continuum 

microscopic (1-10 nm, fs/ps)  mesoscopic (10-1000 nm, ns/µs)  macroscopic (~1 mm, µs/s)  

QM  DFT   QMC 
                CPMD 

MM  MD  MC SMD CG-MC/MD    
DPD 
Lattice Models 

MC-RISM  PRISM  RISM  SCFT 
Field theoretic methods  
MD/DDFT      DDFT  FT-CLD 

Particle-in-Cell 
Hydrodynamics 
Finite Elements 
Finite Volumes 
Peridynamics 

Electronic states, 
chemical reactions, 

structure of molecules, 
spectrums, local motions 

Equilibrium mesoscopic structure/morphology, 
collective properties/dynamics, 

molecular self-assembling processes, 
phase transitions 

Large-scale structure, 
deformations, destruction, 

flows, hydrodynamics 

atoms               particles          particles/fields       fields       continuum e- p+ 

1 2 3 

Slide made by P.Khalatur 
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The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2013 
“for the development of multiscale models for complex 
chemical systems” 
Martin Karplus   Michael Levitt           Arieh Warshel 
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used to describe the classical particles is much simpler and this also contributes to speeding up 
the modelling on a computer.  This year´s laureates have shown methods to develop models that 
describe part of a system using first principle, quantum chemical models for a central part of the 
system and how to link this part to a surrounding, which is modelled using classical particles 
(atoms or group of atoms). The key accomplishment was to show how the two regions in the 
modelled system can be made to interact in a physically meaningful way.  Frequently the entire 
molecular system is embedded in a dielectric continuum. A cartoon of a typical system is shown 
in Figure 1. 

 
 
Figure 1 
Figure 1 Multi-copper-oxidase embedded in water 1.  

 
Historical perspective 
 
Theoretical modelling as described above rests on basically four different types of development. 
The central region in the system, the spacefilling atoms (red and gray), is described using a 
Quantum Chemical method 2. Walter Kohn and John Pople were awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry 1998 for the development of such methods.  The development of Quantum 

7 (10) 

Figure 3. To understand how lysozyme cleaves a glycoside chain, it is necessary to model only the relevant 
parts of the system using quantum chemistry, while most of the surrounding may be treated using 
molecular mechanics or a continuum model. The figure is adapted from17

In the time between the publishing of the two publications referred to above (1975), another 
important step, which made it possible to study even larger systems, was taken by MichDel 
Levitt and Arieh Warshel in their study of the folding of the protein Bovine Pancreas Trypsin 
Inhibitor (BPTI)18. The type of simplifications of the studied system used in that study is 
illustrated in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. The detailed structure of a polypeptide chain (top) is simplified by assigning each amino acid 
residue with an interaction volume (middle) and the resulting string-of-pearls like structure (bottom) is 
used for the simulation.   

 
In this work, the folding of the protein from an open conformation to a folded conformation was 
studied, and it was shown that it is possible to group atoms in a classical system into rigid units 
and to treat these as classical pseudoatoms. Obviously, this approach further speeds up the 
modelling of a system. 
 
Multiscale modelling today   
 
The work behind this year’s Nobel Prize has been the starting point for both further theoretical 
developments of more accurate models and applied studies. Important contributions have been 

given not only by this year’s laureates19-22 but also by many others including J. Gao 23, F. Maseras 
and K. Morokuma 24, U.C. Sing and P. Kollman 25 and H. M. Senn and W. Thiel 26. The 
methodology has been used to study not only complex processes in organic chemistry and 
biochemistry, but also for heterogeneous catalysis and theoretical calculation of the spectrum of 
molecules dissolved in a liquid. But most importantly, it has opened up a fruitful cooperation 
between theory and experiment that has made many otherwise unsolvable problems solvable. 
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Целью является реализация подхода направленного 
поиска (дизайна) новых функциональных материалов 
(в том числе, полимерных и композитных) с нужными 
свойствами и выявление фундаментальных 
закономерностей влияния химического строения 
молекул на макроскопические свойства молекулярных 
систем.  
 
Для достижения этих целей необходимо разрабатывать 
эффективные алгоритмы многомасштабного 
компьютерного моделирования для расчета структуры 
и макроскопических свойств различных 
(макро)молекулярных систем на основе химического 
строения молекул. 
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Using Molecular Modeling for Design of New Polymeric Materials 

Computer	Model	

Input	
chemical	structure	of	monomers,	
composition,	conditions	of	
synthesis,	…	

Output	
physical	and	chemical	
properties	of	material	

new	material

Ideas	about	structure	of	a	polymer

*synthesis	of	polymer	material	
*characterization	of	its	properties	
(structure,	Tg,	E	etc.)

recommendations	
for	synthesisnot	satisfactorilycorrection	of	input	
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Semi-empirical methods: Van Krevelen, Bicerano, Askadskii 
(additive group contribution methods) 



Coarse-grained methods strategy 

P. V. Komarov Chemical Physics Letters 2010; 487(4-6):291 10 



Coarse-Graining in Polymer Simulation: From 
the Atomistic to the Mesoscopic Scale And 

Back 
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Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)  
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Dissipative	particle	dynamics	(DPD)	

Newton's Third Law 

Form of the potential 

F1 
	

F2 
	

for all kinds of forces 
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Correct	
hydrodynamics	

Soft-core	force	
allows	one	to	
use	large	
timesteps	

R.D.	Groot,	P.B.	Warren,	J.	Chem.	Phys.,	v.107,	p.4423	(1997).	
P.	Español,	P.B.	Warren,	J.	Chem.	Phys.,	v.146,	p.150901	(2017).	



LOMONOSOV	
	SUPERCOMPUTER	

DPDChem	
program	

domain-decomposition	
parallelization	algorithm	

MPI	
method	

Fast	Verlet	algorithm	

?	

for	water	

How	should	we	parameterize	complex	system?	
14 

α χΔ ∼relation	to	the	
Flory-Huggins	

theory		

2. MODEL AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
Computer simulations of lecithin/bile salt mixtures has been
performed in the framework of the dissipative particle dynamic
(DPD) in canonical (NVT) ensemble for systems consisting of
the following molecules (see Figure 1): (1) lecithin
(phosphatidylcholine); (2) bile salts: sodium cholate (SC)
and sodium deoxycholate (SDC); (3) water; and (4) low-
molecular weight salt (can be NaCl, for example), which was
implicitly taken into account.
The DPD is the mesoscopic computer simulation method

widely used for studying structural properties of aqueous
solutions, colloidal dispersions, as well as polymer melts and
solutions.34,35 The DPD method utilizes CG models and “soft”
potentials of intermolecular interactions and that allows
selecting a sufficiently large time step in a finite-difference
scheme for Newton equations of motion

̈ =m r fj j

and enables studying of molecular systems on larger spatial (up
to microns) and time (up to milliseconds) scales as compared
to the atomistic molecular dynamics. Each DPD-particle (all
having diameter σ = 1 and mass m = 1 in arbitrary units) is
associated with a group of small molecules, some fragments of
macromolecules, or with a statistical segment (Kuhn segment
of a polymer chain). The characteristic time unit τ is σ m k T/ B
(kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature).
Integration of the system of equations of motion was realized
using the Verle method with a time step Δt = 0.05 τ. The net
force applied to each particle consists of five terms:
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≠

f F F F F F( )
i j

ij ij ij ij ijj
b a c d r

where the summation is performed over all particles within the
cutoff radius rc. The first two forces are the spring force (Fij

b),
which takes into account the covalent bonds between adjacent
CG particles in molecules, and the elastic force of bond angle
deformation (Fij

a) is used to take into account the intra-
molecular stiffness.33 Both forces are linear on deviation from
the equilibrium bond length l0 = σ and the equilibrium bond
angle Φ0, respectively, and the stiffness parameters were taken
from our previous work.33 Preferred bond angles Φ0 = 90° for
hydrophilic parts of bile salts are shown by arrows in Figure 2,
while there is no bending potential applied to angles between
other bonds. The conservative force (Fij

c) is the soft-core
repulsion between particles i and j:
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where aij is the maximum repulsion force between beads i and j.
The remaining two forces are the dissipative force (Fij

d) which
takes into account the friction of an effective medium and the
random force (Fij

r ) which describes the thermal motion of the
system. The values of coefficients were taken from refs 34 and
35. The system density was chosen to be equal to ρ = 3σ3 for
correct description of the water isothermal compressibility.35

For this density value, the parameter aij can be expressed in
terms of the Flory−Huggins parameter as aij = 25 + 3.27χij. The
Flory−Huggins parameter describes the volume interaction
between species α and β and depends on the Hildebrand
solubility36,37 parameter δ:

χ
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Figure 2. CG model of (a) bile salts SC, (b) SDC, and (c) lecithin. Preferred bending angles Φ for hydrophilic parts of bile salt are shown by arrows.
Hydrophilic parts of bile salts are marked as yellow O(2) and green O(3), and as purple P and red O(1) for lecithin. Hydrophobic parts of both
surfactants are colored by gray C. This color scheme and subsystem symbols are used in all figures below.

The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article

DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcb.7b04566
J. Phys. Chem. B 2017, 121, 7878−7888
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Semi-empirical	method	(Prof.	A.	Askadskii)	

Atomistic	molecular	dynamics	

Hildebrand solubility parameter 
square root of the cohesive energy density 
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Vref		is	the	average	molar	volume	of	CG	
particles		

χs	is	the	entropic	contribution	to	the	
mixing	free	energy;	usually	χs	∼	0	and	
can	be	omitted.		
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where	Vm	is	the	molar	
volume	in	the	
condensed	phase	and	
ΔHν	is	the	heat	of	
vaporization.		
	

idtotal EEE −=
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totalE
L-J 

0 idE



Whether the conditions of excluded volume and non-
phantomness of polymer chains can be satisfied in the 

course of simulations with «soft» potentials? 

Reptational dynamics as well as Rouse dynamics can be observed 

Nikunen P. Phys. Rev. E. 2007. V. 75. P. 036713 

Due to the soft repulsion force the polymer chains are phantom, i.e. can cross each other. 

There is a simple way to avoid it if the system dynamics needs to be studied. 
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Наиболее	важные	результаты:	
•  способы	улучшения	свойств	прекурсоров	
углеродных	волокон	на	основе	
полиакрилонитрила	(по	итогам	изучения	влияния	
химического	строения	компонент	и	условий	
процесса	вытяжки	волокна	на	его	пористость)	

•  выявление	универсальных	свойств	процесса	
кристаллизации	в	различных	классах	полимеров	

•  прототипы	материалов	для	искусственных	
мембран	на	основе	лецитина	и	солей	желчных	
кислот	

•  моделирование	механических	свойств	(кривых	
растяжения)	полиуретанов	с	различным	
химическим	строением	молекул			

17 



Synthesis	of	carbon	fiber	from	
polyacrylonitrile	(PAN):		
1)	Polymerization	of	acrylonitrile	to	
PAN,	
2)	Cyclization	during	low	
temperature	process,		
3)	High	temperature	oxidative	
treatment	of	carbonization	
(hydrogen	is	removed).		
After	this,	process	of	graphitization	
starts	where	nitrogen	is	removed	
and	chains	are	joined	into	graphite	
planes.	

18 



Mapping	Atomistic	Objects	onto	DPD	Model	
Model’s	subsystems	
In	DDFT	and	DPD	

DPD	is	a	highly	effective	method	for	simulation	of	soft	matter	materials.	It	allows	us	access	much	larger	
time-	and	length-scales.	We	use	the	same	rules	of	mapping	of	different	groups	of	atoms	of	the	atomistic	
model	onto	beads	of	the	coarse-grained	model	as	in	our	DDFT	model.	As	a	result,	we	have	got	4	types	of	
DPD	beads,	namely	B-beads	are	corresponded	to	DMSO	solvent,	the	C	–	water,	and	A,D	-		PAN-IA	copolymer	
(here	IA	is	itaconic	acid,	AN-	acrylonitrile).		

At
om
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	 M

esoscale	m
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The	structure	of	the	simulation	cell.		

The	simulated	system	is	placed	in	cell	size	of	Lx×Ly×Lz,	where	Lx=Ly	<<	Lz	.	The	length	of	Lx	
is	equal	to	Nσ	,	the	Lz		will	be	varied	and	selected	on	the	base	of	compromise	between	
reasonable	simulation	time	and	maximal	width	of	simulation	cell	in	order	reproduce	real	
fiber	diameter	(~60	µm).		
The	dope	solution	and	coagulator	are	separated	at	initial	conditions.	The	volume	which	
is	occupied	by	the	dope	solution	(nascent	fiber)	is	defined	by	a	parameter	Hz.	Within	an	
interval	h,	at	the	right	side	of	the	cell,	the	ratio	of	DMSO:Water	is	keeping	constant,	that	
assumes	constant	composition	of	the	coagulation	bath.		
	 20 



Моделирование	
образования	пор	при	
коагуляции	
полиакрилонитрила	в	
растворе	DMSO	и	воды	
(сверху	показана	вся	
система,	на	нижнем	
рисунке	показаны	только	
молекулы	ПАН).	

Сравнение	профилей	
концентрации	компонент	
в	модельной	системе	с		
экспериментальными	
данными	сканирующей	
электронной	
микроскопии	для	среза	
волокна	(В.Г.Сергеев).	

21 

Прекурсоры	углеродных	волокон	на	основе	ПАН	

Диаметр	волокна	порядка	50	микрон.	Ячейка	моделирования	показана	красным	цветом.	



1.  Разработана	крупнозернистая	модель,	которая	позволяет	
описать	процесс	коагуляции	полиакрилонитрила	в	
смешанном	растворителе	(DMSO+вода)	на	характерных	
пространственных	и	временных	масштабах,	
соответствующих	реальным	размерам	прекурсоров	ПАН-
волокон	и	реальным	временам	процесса	коагуляции.	
Модель	подходит	для	изучения	также	некоторых	из	
поздних	этапов	подготовки	волокна.	

2.  Показано,	что	пористость	волокна	меньше	для	«мягкой»	
ванны	(с	более	высоким	содержанием	DMSO),	что	
согласуется	с	экспериментальными	данными.		

3.  Экспозиция	волокна	в	воздушном	зазоре	перед	
попаданием	в	коагуляционную	ванну	замедляет	процесс	
коагуляции,	то	есть	эффект	воздушного	зазора	аналогичен	
эффекту	от	использования	более	«мягкой»	ванны.	

4.  Подтверждена	возможность	формирования	тонкого	
полимерного	слоя	на	поверхности	волокна.	 22 
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Наиболее	важные	результаты:	
•  способы	улучшения	свойств	прекурсоров	
углеродных	волокон	на	основе	
полиакрилонитрила	(по	итогам	изучения	влияния	
химического	строения	компонент	и	условий	
процесса	вытяжки	волокна	на	его	пористость)	

•  выявление	универсальных	свойств	процесса	
кристаллизации	в	различных	классах	полимеров	

•  прототипы	материалов	для	искусственных	
мембран	на	основе	лецитина	и	солей	желчных	
кислот	

•  моделирование	механических	свойств	(кривых	
растяжения)	полиуретанов	с	различным	
химическим	строением	молекул			
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To	develop	and	parameterize	a	coarse-grained	model	for	
polyimides	R-BAPB	(semi-crystalline)	and	R-BAPS	(amorphous).		
To	study	the	role	of	intramolecular	stiffness	in	crystallization	
process	of	aromatic	polyetherimides,	molecules	with	similar	
chemical	structure	but	with	different	intramolecular	stiffness.		
The	difference	in	the	model	between	these	two	polyimides	is	in	
the	intramolecular	stiffness	only.		
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Mesoscale	computer	simulation	of	
crystallization	in	polyimides	

	



Coarse-graining	scheme	for	PI	
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Figure 3. a) Visualization of the simulation cell for different bending angle stiffness parameters 
(Model I, !! = 1.4, !! = 1.5, !! = 5). b) Dependence of several normalized observables (O) 
on the bending stiffness parameter !!: end-to-end distance Re (black curve with rectangles), 
gyration radius Rg (red curve with circles), order parameter ! (blue curve with triangles) and 
degree of crystallinity φcr (green curve with triangles), where !!,!"# = 0 and !!,!"# = 5. c) The 

static structure factor for lamellar quasi-one-dimensional crystal (!! = 5, black line) and for 
disordered system (!! = 1, red line). 
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Вид	ячейки	моделирования	при	
увеличении	(слева	направо)	
жесткости	(Ка)	цепей.	Различным	
цветом	показаны	мономерные	
звеньев	разных	типов	(звенья	одного	
типа	притягиваются	друг	к	другу).	

Универсальные	свойства	процесса	кристаллизации	в	
жесткоцепных	мультиблок-сополимерах	

Расплав	гибкоцепного	мультиблок-
сополимера	(при	выбранном	
потенциале	взаимодействия	между	
мономерами)	остается	аморфным.	
При	повышении	внутрицепной	
жесткости	возникает	послойное	
упорядочение	звеньев	различного	
типа	(микрофазное	расслоение).	
Этот	переход	очень	резкий	(синяя	
кривая	на	графике	слева).	При	
дальнейшем	увеличении	жесткости	
плавно	растет	степень	
кристалличности	образца	(зеленая	
кривая).			

A.	Markina,	V.	Ivanov,	P.	Komarov,	S.	Larin,	J.	Kenny,	S.	Lyulin,		
Journal	of	Polymer	Science,	Part	B:	Polymer	Physics,	vol.55,	no.16,	pp.1254–1265	(2017).		



Наиболее	важные	результаты:	
•  способы	улучшения	свойств	прекурсоров	
углеродных	волокон	на	основе	
полиакрилонитрила	(по	итогам	изучения	влияния	
химического	строения	компонент	и	условий	
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1) Lecithin 

2) Bile salts 

Computer	simulation	of	lecithin-bile	salt	solution	by	means	of	DPD		
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COARSE	GRAINED	MODEL	

2. MODEL AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
Computer simulations of lecithin/bile salt mixtures has been
performed in the framework of the dissipative particle dynamic
(DPD) in canonical (NVT) ensemble for systems consisting of
the following molecules (see Figure 1): (1) lecithin
(phosphatidylcholine); (2) bile salts: sodium cholate (SC)
and sodium deoxycholate (SDC); (3) water; and (4) low-
molecular weight salt (can be NaCl, for example), which was
implicitly taken into account.
The DPD is the mesoscopic computer simulation method

widely used for studying structural properties of aqueous
solutions, colloidal dispersions, as well as polymer melts and
solutions.34,35 The DPD method utilizes CG models and “soft”
potentials of intermolecular interactions and that allows
selecting a sufficiently large time step in a finite-difference
scheme for Newton equations of motion

̈ =m r fj j

and enables studying of molecular systems on larger spatial (up
to microns) and time (up to milliseconds) scales as compared
to the atomistic molecular dynamics. Each DPD-particle (all
having diameter σ = 1 and mass m = 1 in arbitrary units) is
associated with a group of small molecules, some fragments of
macromolecules, or with a statistical segment (Kuhn segment
of a polymer chain). The characteristic time unit τ is σ m k T/ B
(kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature).
Integration of the system of equations of motion was realized
using the Verle method with a time step Δt = 0.05 τ. The net
force applied to each particle consists of five terms:

∑= + + + +
≠

f F F F F F( )
i j

ij ij ij ij ijj
b a c d r

where the summation is performed over all particles within the
cutoff radius rc. The first two forces are the spring force (Fij

b),
which takes into account the covalent bonds between adjacent
CG particles in molecules, and the elastic force of bond angle
deformation (Fij

a) is used to take into account the intra-
molecular stiffness.33 Both forces are linear on deviation from
the equilibrium bond length l0 = σ and the equilibrium bond
angle Φ0, respectively, and the stiffness parameters were taken
from our previous work.33 Preferred bond angles Φ0 = 90° for
hydrophilic parts of bile salts are shown by arrows in Figure 2,
while there is no bending potential applied to angles between
other bonds. The conservative force (Fij

c) is the soft-core
repulsion between particles i and j:

σ
σ

=
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ij
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where aij is the maximum repulsion force between beads i and j.
The remaining two forces are the dissipative force (Fij

d) which
takes into account the friction of an effective medium and the
random force (Fij

r ) which describes the thermal motion of the
system. The values of coefficients were taken from refs 34 and
35. The system density was chosen to be equal to ρ = 3σ3 for
correct description of the water isothermal compressibility.35

For this density value, the parameter aij can be expressed in
terms of the Flory−Huggins parameter as aij = 25 + 3.27χij. The
Flory−Huggins parameter describes the volume interaction
between species α and β and depends on the Hildebrand
solubility36,37 parameter δ:

χ
δ δ

χ=
−

−αβ
α βV
RT

( )
S

ref
2

Figure 2. CG model of (a) bile salts SC, (b) SDC, and (c) lecithin. Preferred bending angles Φ for hydrophilic parts of bile salt are shown by arrows.
Hydrophilic parts of bile salts are marked as yellow O(2) and green O(3), and as purple P and red O(1) for lecithin. Hydrophobic parts of both
surfactants are colored by gray C. This color scheme and subsystem symbols are used in all figures below.
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ing with the solvent, while the polar groups are located in the
insoluble core of the micelles (Fig. 4b and c).

Simple geometric considerations (quite similar to those pre-
sented in Ref. [11]) help to understand the observed processes.
Due to special Janus-type structure the bile salt molecules con-
tribute more significantly to increasing the volume of the surface
layer of a spherical reverse lecithin micelle in comparison to the
contribution to the volume of its core. Hydrophilic and hydropho-
bic groups in lecithin and bile salt molecules are joined together,
and the maximum block length is equal to two (for lecithin molec-
ular model). From molecular geometry of proposed model (see
Fig. 2) it can be seen that the lecithin tends to form spherical
micelles, while disklike micelles are the most favorable morphol-
ogy for bile salt (due to the flat geometry of molecules). The vol-
ume ratio of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic particles in the
case of pure lecithin solution is equal to two, and it depends on
the molar ratio of bile salt to lecithin, in particular, it is equal to
7/5 = 1.4 for B0 = 1. What geometric objects do we get if all hydro-
philic particles are completely covered by all hydrophobic parti-
cles? Let us consider the ideal case: there are only three types of
possible objects – spheres, cylinders or disks. Hydrophilic core
(interior) of these objects should be compact, so the sphere can
have radius at most two (if two hydrophilic groups of lecithin
molecules are pulled in a string), and the disk should have a thick-
ness of the inner part equal to two. The radius of the cylinder also
should be almost two (remember that the unit of length is the
diameter of a bead). The energetically not favorable contribution
from the edges of a cylinder and a disk will not be taken into
account, therefore the length of a cylinder can be arbitrarily large,
as well as the diameter of a disk. The large number of small objects
(disks or cylinders) will be preferable in comparison to a single
large object due to the entropic contribution to free energy. The
core of any shape should be covered by a hydrophobic surface layer
with a linear size about one. For spheres, the ratio of the surface
layer volume Vsurf to the volume of the core Vcore is equal to 2.4
(almost the same as the volume ratio of hydrophobic to hydrophi-
lic particles for pure lecithin). For cylinders, Vsurf/Vcore = 5/4 = 1.25,
and it corresponds approximately to the volume ratio of hydrophi-
lic and hydrophobic particles in the lecithin/bile salts mixture with

the molar ratio B0 = 1. This simple geometrical consideration con-
firms that our coarse-grained model (Fig. 2) reasonably takes into
account the most crucial features of the real system and therefore
is suitable for studying the growth of wormlike micelles.

To confirm our conclusions by more quantitative arguments, we
have performed the cluster analysis for specified particles to study
the number of beads per micelle. First, we have fixed the cutoff
radius rc – the maximal distance between adjacent particles
belonging to the same cluster (see Fig. 5). Then, we have selected
an arbitrary seed particle i of the specified type and calculated
the distances to the neighboring beads. All beads j (of the same
type with i), for which rij < rc, were defined as belonging to one
cluster and used for searching for other beads in this cluster.
Finally, we have searched for a new seed particle of specified type
which has not yet been included in any cluster and repeated the
search for other beads in this cluster. The procedure was com-
pleted when all beads have been checked. All calculations were
performed for O(2) beads, and the cutoff radius was set to be equal
to rc = 1r. The beads O(2) correspond to hydrophilic part of the bile

Fig. 4. The typical morphology of an elongated micelle formed by bile salt and lecithin in organic solvents: (a) all particles; (b) only polar groups (on the left) and only non-
polar groups (on the right); and (c) cross-section of the micelle by a plane indicated by the arrows. The color scheme corresponds to Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 5. Scheme of cluster analysis.
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Везикулы	из	молекул	лецитина	и	солей	желчных	
кислот	в	органических	и	водных	растворах	

lecithin was B0 = 0.9, and the total volume fraction of all
components, including the solvent, was equal to unity.
Figure 4 shows the behavior of SC-lecithin mixture in

aqueous solution in the presence of low-molecular weight salt.
In the absence of inorganic salt, we observe formation of a large
amount of rather short thin micelles. Increasing inorganic salt
concentration leads to reducing the number of micelles
accompanied by increasing their thickness and length. The
driving force of aggregation of small micelles is the decreasing
of solubility of polar groups in water. Typical micelles’ shapes
are shown at the bottom of Figure 4. Upon increasing inorganic
salt concentration (C2 > C1), micelles become thicker and
flatter. Adding of inorganic salt reduces the solubility of
micelles due to decreasing of hydrophilicity of polar parts of
surfactants (because of destroying hydrogen bonds between
electronegative atoms and water molecules42). Aggregation of
micelles becomes favorable, but due to peculiarities of
molecular structures of lecithin and bile salts, the decreasing
of the number of contacts between surface and solvent is
realized by means of formation of elongated micelles (which
can be confirmed by simple geometric considerations22,23,33).
3.2. Cluster Analysis. We have performed the cluster

analysis for specified particles to study the number of beads per
micelle.33,51 All calculations were carried out for C beads; the
cutoff radius was set rc = σ. The beads C correspond to the
hydrophobic part of the lecithin and are located in the cores of
micelles, therefore such choice of the cutoff radius allows us to
distinguish two closely located micelles as separate clusters.33

We have tested several other values of the cutoff radius rc < 1.4
σ, but we have not observed any significant difference in the
results of cluster analysis.
The histogram in Figure 5 is based on results of cluster

analysis and shows the volume fraction of micelles versus the
number of particles per micelle (aggregation number) in the

system. The first bar contains all clusters with amount of
particles (C beads) less than 500, the last bar contains all
clusters with amount of particles more than 3000. For large salt
concentration C2 we observe clusters consisting of up to 9000
particles. Volume fraction of clusters is calculated as the
number of particles in a cluster divided by the total number of
surfactant particles (i.e., the total number of beads both in
lecithin and in bile salt molecules). Addition of inorganic salt
increases the volume fraction of long micelles and reduces the
percentage of short micelles in the system. For C1 and C2, the
main peak on the histogram is shifted toward the higher
number of particles in the cluster (from 500 to 3000), and

Figure 4. Structures formed in aqueous solutions of lecithin/bile salt SC with inorganic salt. From the left to the right: systems without salt (C = 0)
and in the presence of inorganic salt (with concentrations C1, C2). Dashed lines schematically show micelles.

Figure 5. Volume fraction of beads in clusters versus the number of
beads per cluster (aggregation number) for systems without salt (C =
0) and in the presence of inorganic salt (C1, C2). Cyan bars correspond
to C = 0, red bars to C1 and yellow bars to C2. Here, and in Figures
6−8 below, the data are for bile salt SC.
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Пример	везикулы	молекул	
лецитина	и	солей	желчных	кислот	в	
органическом	растворителе	
(неполярные	группы	лежат	на	
поверхности).		
	
Серым	цветом	отмечены	гидрофорбные	
(неполярные)	группы	атомов,	а	красным,	
голубым	и	желтым	цветами	отмечены	
гидрофильные	(полярные)	группы	атомов.	
Везикулы	получены	в	процессе	самосборки.	
	
	
Пример	везикулы	молекул	
лецитина	и	солей	желчных	кислот	в	
воде	(полярные	группы	лежат	на	
поверхности).		
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appropriate for study of complex self-assembled structures24 in
lecithin/bile-salt systems.
We hope that our study brings new insight into the

association behavior of lecithin/bile salt mixtures in aqueous
solutions: (1) we have succeeded in developing new CG model
working on larger time and length scales in comparison to
previous simulations and allowing for the study of the evolution
of many micelles; (2) we have studied the effect of inorganic
salt; and (3) we have performed a comparison with the
previous experiment.
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Figure 9. (a) Fraction of big clusters (N > 300) in the lecithin/bile salt
mixtures (SC, black curve; SDC, red curve) as a function of parameter
C obtained from computer simulation. (b) Experimentally obtained
zero-shear viscosity η0 of the lecithin/bile salt mixtures in water as a
function of NaCl concentration. The lecithin concentration was fixed
at 100 mM. The molar ratio of bile salt to lecithin B0 of SC and SDC
samples was 0.9 and 1.2, respectively.22
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appropriate for study of complex self-assembled structures24 in
lecithin/bile-salt systems.
We hope that our study brings new insight into the

association behavior of lecithin/bile salt mixtures in aqueous
solutions: (1) we have succeeded in developing new CG model
working on larger time and length scales in comparison to
previous simulations and allowing for the study of the evolution
of many micelles; (2) we have studied the effect of inorganic
salt; and (3) we have performed a comparison with the
previous experiment.
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Fraction	of	big	clusters	(N	>	300)	in	the	
lecithin/bile	salt	mixtures		

Experimentally	obtained	zero-shear	viscosity	η0	
of	the	lecithin/bile	salt	mixtures	in	water	as	a	
function	of	NaCl	concentration.		
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Наиболее	важные	результаты:	
•  способы	улучшения	свойств	прекурсоров	
углеродных	волокон	на	основе	
полиакрилонитрила	(по	итогам	изучения	влияния	
химического	строения	компонент	и	условий	
процесса	вытяжки	волокна	на	его	пористость)	

•  выявление	универсальных	свойств	процесса	
кристаллизации	в	различных	классах	полимеров	

•  прототипы	материалов	для	искусственных	
мембран	на	основе	лецитина	и	солей	желчных	
кислот	

•  моделирование	механических	свойств	(кривых	
растяжения)	полиуретанов	с	различным	
химическим	строением	молекул			
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Зависимости	напряжения	от	деформации	для	полиуретанов	
с	различным	химическим	строением	цепей	

Lambda	–	отношение	линейного	размера	растянутого	образца	к	линейному	
размеру	исходного	недеформированного	образца	 34 

На	основе	этих	результатов	
выработаны	рекомендации	для	
синтеза	полиуретанов	с	
улучшенными	механическими	
свойствами.	

условные	
обозначения	
полиуретанов	с	
разным	
химическим	
строением	
молекул	



Conclusions	
Coarse-grained	models	can	be	used	for:		
•  fast	equilibration	of	initial	configurations	on	large	length	
scales;	

•  for	studying	those	stages	of	phase	transitions	which	are	
governed	by	universal	properties	of	(macro)molecular	
systems.		

But	we	are	still	far	away	from	systematic	multiscale	computer	
design	of	materials	(all	macroscopic	properties	from	their	
chemical	structure)	because	of:	
•  tiny	interplay	of	different	factors	=	predictive	power	is	quite	
reduced;		

•  too	many	sets	of	parameters	have	to	be	checked	=	too	time	
consuming.		

A	good	group	of	chemists	can	still	do	it	better	than	a	group	
working	on	computer	simulations.	However,	the	computer	
simulation	group	will	understand	better	why	and	how	
everything	is	working.	 35 
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